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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2011131292A1] The invention relates to a tube weapon (1) having a weapon barrel (3), which is mounted in a cradle tube (2) such that
it can be moved from a rest position to a recoil position and has a base piece (4), with the base piece (4) comprising a wedge-type breech lock (5)
with a breech block (7) which can be moved transversely with respect to the barrel bore axis (6) of the weapon barrel (3) from a closed position to
an open position by means of an opener lever (10), and with a guide device (22) for guiding a driver (21) being provided on the cradle tube (2) on
the side facing the weapon barrel (3) which driver (21) is supported, shortly before the weapon barrel (3) reaches the rest position during forward
movement, on a control cam (23) on the guide device (22), causing the breech block (7) to open. In order to avoid wide holding arms for the guide
device (22) of the driver (21), the invention proposes that a push rod (8), which can be moved axially from an initial position to an operating position,
be provided on the base piece (4) in order to control the breech movement, which push rod (8) acts on its side facing away from the cradle tube
(2) on the opener lever (10) which is connected to the breech block (7), and which is connected on its side facing the cradle tube (2) via a lever
transmission to the driver (21), which is supported on the control cam (23) of the guide device (22), which is attached to the cradle tube during recoil
of the weapon barrel (3).
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